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About This Game

Funded on Kickstarter with backers including legend of the genre Ron Gilbert, The Mystery of Woolley Mountain is an
otherworldly adventure game filled with strange beasts, evil witches, confused automatons and wacky ropemen.

Join a renegade crew of time-travelling audio scientists on a hilarious and fantastical quest. A malevolent witch has captured a
group of children, and it’s up to you to save them from the mysterious island of Woolley Mountain!

Explore a rich and interactive set of environments, filled with head-scratching puzzles. Unravel a salacious storyline, meet a
cornucopia of quirky characters, and boogie on down to an awesome original soundtrack!

Key features

Colourful world: A fantastical sprawling universe, populated by beasts, witches, automatons, ropemen and other strange and
wonderful beings.

Family content and all-ages humour: No swearing... well, maybe the word ‘darn’ on occasion!
 Striking 2D graphics: Adventure Time meets the Simpsons in Wooley Mountain’s lovingly crafted art style.

 Gripping story: The five scientists travel in their amazing time-traversing Crystal Submarine from island to island. Can they
make it to the dangerous island of Woolley mountain, destroy the evil witch, and rescue the kids?

Meet the Crew

The five time travelling scientists known collectively as the Helmholtz Resonators are an odd bunch. They can each play the
bass, guitar, drums and keyboards, conduct science, and travel through time, yet they are each prone to personality flaws. Let me

explain:

Garland
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Taking the title of Head Chorister, Garland assumes command of top-line vocals most of the time with some notable exceptions.
This maybe because he likes to be his own biggest critic, only to then give himself glowing reviews. Garland is a stickler for

tidiness, in fact, his motto is "PUT THAT BACK WHERE IT BELONGS!".

Vandamme

The most mysterious and adventurous Resonator. Plays just about any musical instrument and understands any scientific advice.
Take charge of capturing the audio signal generated by the group to whichever format is prevalent to the era in which they find

themselves.

Carlton

No one has every been able to pin down exactly what Carlton does. Obsesses over finding a link between science and mysticism
but only ever seems to be proving a link between alcohol and bad decisions. Plays guitar, synthesizers and supplies baritone
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vocals. Prefers to do anything but actual, tangible work, proclaims he was born with a rare disease called 'Cannotbearseditus'.

Frithel

If Frithel could change every choice to include the suffix 'or science?' he would always choose the latter. This man is obsessed
with science - he lives, breathes, digests and inserts science. He carasses, high fives and smooches science, he... okay you get the

picture. Also plays Drums, loves the Bee Gees and spoken word poetry... in a sciencey kind of way.

Auto

Auto is short for Automaton, and is the groups robotic aid and protector. Over time he has developed a fondness for Carlton,
due to the time that Mr. Breezy has invested in playing with Auto. From darts, to movies, to arcade machines and to the definite
chagrin of the other chaps, as this reduces the time that Auto could be tidying, computing and generally busying himself around

the ship in a non-creepy android going-to-kill-all-humans way.

Chladni
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Chladni is in charge of sub 400hz vibrations and is a celebrated player of the Low Frequency Guitar. His motto is "Nimble of
finger - nimble of mind!". Plus, he can't keep his mind off the ladies and sees himself as some sort of lothario, of which his

motto is also "Nimble of finger - nimble of mind!".
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I enjoyed how difficult parts were, but overall I found the storyline very tedious, and the characters annoying
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Panzer Corps 2 gets a Steam page!:

As we get ready for today's gameplay reveal stream[slitherine.com], we are publishing the new product page for Panzer Corps
2.

Check it out: it contains new artwork, new screenshots and a full product description! It is live on Steam, so wishlist it now!

Later today we are going to show you for the first time ever over 30 minutes of gameplay, live on Twitch[www.twitch.tv]. Don't
miss it! It will be your chance to speak with Alex Shargin, lead designer of the Panzer Corps series, and ask him anything you
would like to know.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1072040/Panzer_Corps_2/. Panzer Corps Tournament - Start of the First Round!:
This is it, fellow generals and friends.

The panzers' engines are roaring and guns are being loaded. Hell is about to break loose.

The first round of the Panzer Corps Tournament has just started!

You can follow it here: http://www.slitherine.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=58&t=74271

 E-mails have been sent too, for good measure. Please refer to the forum thread and follow the guidelines. May the best
commander win!. Panzer Corps: U.S. Corps is out!:
All-time classic Panzer Corps is coming back with three new expansions for a total of fifty new scenarios. Each one has its
own unique theatre of operations and scenarios, but all linked in a colossal branching campaign with complete unit carry over!

In U.S. Corps ’42 you start with “Operation Torch” where brave but inexperienced American “rookies” land in the sands of
North Africa and join their allies. They must take the lead on several actions against the French command in Morocco and
Algeria and then head eastwards, where they will face the remnants of the Italo-German army in Tunisia in a total of 16
different scenarios.

The second expansion begins the year after. In U.S. Corps ‘43 the goal is to liberate Sicily and use it as base from where to land
on mainland Italy. The Allies have to overcome the resistance of the german army and open the road to Rome during another 
new set of 16 scenarios.
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In the third and final instalment of the mega campaign, U.S. Corps ’44 - ‘45, you’ll lead the largest amphibious invasion in
history, and with it, the Battle of Normandy. The plan is to land on several beaches in northern France, then to push east towards
Berlin and finally put an end to the war for a total of 18 original scenarios!

Also tonight, on May 26, 20.00 (CEST), we are going to give players a sneak peek of the game on our official Twitch channel!
[www.twitch.tv]

http://store.steampowered.com/app/452980/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/452981/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/452982/. Become the Panzer Corps Slitherine Champion!:

Panzer Corps fans (we know there’s many of you out there) we have wonderful news for you.

We’re going to run a big tournament to establish once and for all who the real Panzer Corps Slitherine champion is!

Our tournament system hasn’t been implemented yet, so we’re going to run this in the good old way: manually. It will be a 32
player direct elimination tournament, which means we’ll have some very spectacular semifinals and final!

Important: this will be a rather big tournament, and we want our players to be motivated. It will be a direct elimination
tournament, and each round will last one week. The rounds will be played on balanced MP maps in elimination rounds: if you
think you can’t complete your game in a week please don’t sign up. This will be an intense experience - failure to complete
your game in the allocated time will result in elimination from the tournament. It will be up to the participants to demonstrate
(in the form of screenshots) their participation, their submitted turns and, most importantly, their victories!

It goes without saying that there will be some nice prizes for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd places.

The first round will start next Monday – and that’s when we’ll announce the first map, so it’s going to be a surprise. Yes, I have
an evil grin as I type this.

So, do you want to give it a shot?

Send an e-mail to albertoc@slitherine.co.uk providing your username on the forum and your timezone / hours in which
you can play normally. Be quick! There are only 32 open slots!
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One last thing: Many thanks to Goose 2 for all his suggestions and his activity on organizing tournaments for Panzer Corps –
this tournament wouldn’t have been possible without his efforts. Thank you! You’re a real pillar of the Panzer Corps
community.. Panzer Corps is out on Mac!:

The wargame which brought an entire genre back to life, played and enjoyed by millions of players, a genuine classic and a
cornerstone in strategy gaming, is now AVAILABLE ON MAC!

Panzer Corps is the kind of game which needs no introduction: it has seen years of development and it has evolved into a huge
game with masses of content, and you can experience it fully on Mac. Hundreds of scenarios, thousands of units, countless hours
of enjoyment, and years of polishing and fine tuning bringing the game close to perfection – all of this is just a click away.

The Panzer Corps saga continues – the port to Mac will allow many new players to enjoy the game, bringing new life in the
game itself. And you can enjoy this timeless masterpiece while you wait for a certain sequel…

http://store.steampowered.com/app/268400/Panzer_Corps/
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